Evolutionary computing is a general and powerful framework for solving difficult optimization problems, including those arising in expert and intelligent systems. In this work, we investigate for the first time two hybrid evolutionary algorithms incorporating tabu search for solving the generalized max-mean dispersion problem (GMaxMeanDP) which has a variety of practical applications such as web page ranking, community mining, and trust networks. The proposed algorithms integrate innovative search strategies that help the search to explore the search space effectively. We report extensive computational results of the proposed algorithms on six types of 160 benchmark instances, demonstrating their effectiveness and usefulness. In addition to the GMaxMeanDP, the proposed algorithms can help to better solve other problems that can be formulated as the GMaxMeanDP.
Introduction
Many decision-making problems including those arising in expert and intelligent systems require finding a best subset of elements in a way that the selected objects optimize a dispersion or diversity criterion. Formally, given a set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} of n elements and the distances d ij (i < j) between elements, a dispersion or diversity problem involves selecting a subset M of V such that an objective function defined over the distances between the elements in M is optimized. According to whether a cardinality constraint is imposed on the subset M , the dispersion problems can be divided into two categories. The first category where the cardinality of M is fixed to a given positive number m includes the maximum diversity problem (Aringhieri et al., 2011; Glover et al., 1998; Palubeckis, 2007; Saboonchi et al., 2014; Wu and Hao, 2013) , the max-min diversity problem (Della Croce et al., 2009; Porumbel et al., 2011; Resende et al., 2010) , the minimum differential dispersion problem (Lai et al., 2019; Mladenović et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Zhou and Hao, 2017) , and the maximum min-sum dispersion problem (Amirgaliyeva et al., 2017; Aringhieri et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2018; Prokopyev et al., 2009) . The second category where the cardinality of M is not fixed includes the Max-Mean dispersion problem (MaxMeanDP) (Brimberg et al., 2017; Della Croce et al., 2016; Lai and Hao, 2016; Martí and Sandoya, 2013) and the generalized Max-Mean dispersion problem (GMaxMeanDP) (Prokopyev et al., 2009) .
This work addresses the GMaxMeanDP that is one of four dispersion problems introduced in (Prokopyev et al., 2009) and can be described by means of a weighted graph. Given a weighted complete graph G = (V, E, D, W ), where V is the set of n vertices, E is the set of n×(n−1) 2 edges, D represents the set of positive, negative or zero edge weights d ij (i = j), and W represents the set of positive vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), the GMaxMeanDP is to select a subset M from V such that the weighted mean dispersion of the (complete) subgraph induced by M is maximized. In related literature, the vertices are also called the elements and the edge weights between vertices are called the distances between the elements.
Formally, the GMaxMeanDP can be formulated as an unconstrained fractional 0-1 combinatorial optimization problem with binary variables x i that equal 1 if the element i is selected, and 0 otherwise (Prokopyev et al., 2009 ).
x i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
The Max-Mean dispersion problem that has recently received substantial attention in the literature (Brimberg et al., 2017; Carrasco et al., 2015; Della Croce et al., 2016; Lai and Hao, 2016; Martí and Sandoya, 2013 ) is a special case of the GMaxMeanDP with w i = 1 for ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. As a result, any algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP can be directly applied to the Max-Mean dispersion problem, while the reverse is not true.
In addition to its theoretical significance as an NP-hard problem (Prokopyev et al., 2009) , the GMaxMeanDP has a variety of potential potential applications, such as web page ranking (Kerchove and Dooren, 2008) , community mining in a signed social network (Yang et al., 2007) , and trust networks (Carrasco et al., 2015) , among others. For example, the community mining problem in a signed and weighted social network can be addressed by solving a series of GMaxMeanDP problems with smaller and smaller sizes (Yang et al., 2007) . Given a signed social network G = (V, E, D, W ), where D represents the set of positive or negative edge weights d ij (i = j), and a positive (or negative) d ij means that there exists an attractive (or repulsive) relationship between the vertices i and j, and W represents the set of vertex weights w i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then a community corresponds to a high-quality solution of the corresponding GMaxMeanDP (i.e., a subset of V ) in G.
In spite of its importance and close relationship to other dispersion problems, the GMaxMeanDP has surprisingly received little attention in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, no heuristic or exact algorithm has ever been proposed for solving the GMaxMeanDP, even though existing heuristic or exact algorithms for the MaxMeanDP like those in (Brimberg et al., 2017; Della Croce et al., 2016; Garraffa et al., 2017) could be adapted to the GMaxMeanDP. On the other hand, previous studies (Benlic and Hao, 2015; Ghosh et al., 2019; Morra et al., 2018; Ismkhan, 2017; Silva et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2015) showed that evolutionary computing is a particularly relevant approach for solving a number of difficult combinatorial optimization problems. Given the NP-hard nature of the GMaxMeanDP, evolutionary computing can be considered as a natural approach to be investigated for solving the GMaxMeanDP. We enhance this approach by forming two hybrid algorithms with tabu search, drawing on the adaptive memory features of the latter to uncover superior solutions. Our work is thus motivated by these observations with the purpose of proposing effective solution methods for the considered problem. We summarize the contributions of this work as follows.
• First, in terms of solution methods, we investigate the first perturbationbased evolutionary algorithm dedicated to the GMaxMeanDP, which integrates a multi-neighborhood tabu search procedure and a perturbation operator into the population-based framework. Additionally, we adapt the state-of-the-art MaxMeanDP algorithm introduced in (Lai and Hao, 2016) to the GMaxMeanDP, where a crossover operator is used to generate offspring solutions and a tabu search procedure is employed for local optimization. Given that solution method for solving the GMaxMeanDP does not currently exist, this work fills an important gap in the literature.
• Second, we assess the computational performance of the proposed algorithms on a set of 80 MaxMeanDP benchmark instances as well as on a set of additional 80 GMaxMeanDP instances that we introduce in this work and make publicly available. Our results provide a reference for performance assessment of other solution methods for the GMaxMeanDP in the future.
• Third, we analyze the effectiveness and time complexity of several key components such as the neighborhood structures used by the tabu search procedure and provide insights concerning their the impact on the behavior of the algorithm.
• Fourth, given that the GMaxMeanDP is a general model able to formulate a variety of real-world applications, the proposed algorithms can be advantageously applied to solve such practical problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the proposed algorithms. In Section 3, we assess and compare the performance of the proposed algorithms based on the 160 benchmark instances. We analyse in Section 4 the influence of a key parameter on the performance of the perturbation-based evolutionary algorithm, and discuss the influence of the neighborhood size on the performance of the tabu search methods. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions and provides some perspectives.
Two Hybrid Evolutionary Approaches for the GMaxMeanDP
In this section, we describe two hybrid evolutionary algorithms for solving the GMaxMeanDP. We first introduce the perturbation-based evolutionary algorithm (PBEA) that employs a perturbation operator to generate new solutions, and then describe briefly the memetic algorithm (denoted by MAMMDP * ) which is adapted from one of the state-of-the-art MaxMeanDP algorithms (called the MAMMDP algorithm (Lai and Hao, 2016) ).
Perturbation Based Evolutionary Algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP
To reach a suitable tradeoff between the intensification and diversification of the search process, the perturbation-based evolutionary algorithm (PBEA) uses an effective tabu search procedure to intensify the search, a random perturbation operator to diversify the search, and a population updating strategy to manage the pool of elite solutions.
General Procedure
Algorithm 1 Perturbation based evolutionary algorithm (PBEA) for the GMaxMeanDP 1: Input: The set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} of n elements, the associated distance matrix D = [dij]n×n, the set W = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} of vertex weights, the population size p, the timeout limit tmax. 2: Output: the best solution s * found 3: P OP = {s 1 , . . . , s p } ← PopInitialization(G,p) / * Section 2.1.3 * / 4: s * ← arg max{f (s i ) : i = 1, . . . , p} / * s * denotes the best solution found * / 5: while time() < tmax do 6:
Randomly select a solution s from P OP As indicated in Algorithm 1, the proposed PBEA algorithm starts with an initial population of p individuals (solutions) that are generated according to the procedure described in Section 2.1.3 (line 3), and then performs a number of iterations (lines 5-16) to improve the initial population. At each iteration, the algorithm first selects randomly a solution s from the population, then slightly changes the solution with the perturbation operator (Section 2.1.4), and finally improves the perturbed solution by the tabu search procedure (Section 2.1.5). After that, the improved solution s o is used to update the population by using a simple updating rule -the worst individual s w in the population is replaced by s o if s o is distinct from any solution of the population and is better than s w ; otherwise s o is discarded. The algorithm stops and the solution s * is returned when the timeout limit (t max ) is reached.
Search Space and Evaluation Function
Since the GMaxMeanDP is an unconstrained binary optimization problem, any n-dimensional binary vector is a feasible solution. Thus, the search space to be explored by the proposed algorithm is given by
Thus, the size of search space is equal to 2 n , where n is the number of elements in the problem. Additionally, the quality of a candidate solution s = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) ∈ Ω is given by its objective value f (s) in Eq. (1).
Population Initialization
Algorithm 2 Initial solution procedure 1: Input: An input instance G 2: Output: A random initial solution s = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 3: for i ← 1 to n do 4: s.xi ← Rand() mod 2 /* Assign to xi of s a random value in {0, 1} */ 5: end for 6: s ← T abuSearch(s) / * Section 2.1.5 * / 7: return s An initial solution s is generated by randomly assigning each of its components the value 0 or 1. Then, this random solution is improved by the tabu search procedure (Section 2.1.5). We repeat this generation procedure p times to obtain the initial population. The pseudo-code of this initialization procedure is given in Algorithm 2.
Perturbation Operator
In order to diversify the search, the proposed algorithm uses a perturbation operator to modify a parent solution that is randomly selected from the population. Specifically, we perform η × n random changes to the parent solution and then return the resulting solution as the perturbed solution, where η is a Algorithm 3 Perturbation operator 1: Input: Input solution s = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), the perturbation strength η × n 2: Output: a perturbed solution s 3: for l ← 1 to η × n do 4:
i ← Rand() mod n /* Randomly pick a variable xi */ 5: s.xi ← Rand() mod 2 /* Assign to xi of s a random value from {0, 1} */ 6: end for 7: return s parameter and η × n is called the perturbation strength. Each random change involves first selecting a variable x i randomly and then assigning a random value 0 or 1 to the variable. As such, a large (small) value of η leads to more (fewer) changes in the parent solution, thus inducing a strong (weak) diversification effect. In practice, our experiments show that η = 0.4 is a suitable perturbation strength for solving the instances studied in this work (see Section 4.1 for the details). Equivalently, this perturbation operator changes the values of about 0.2 × n randomly selected variables.
Tabu Search
Algorithm 4 T abuSearch(s 0 , N (s), f, Iter max ) 1: Input: Input solution s0, neighborhood structure N (s), evaluation function f (s), maximum number of iterations Itermax 2: Output: The best solution s b found in the current TS run 3: s ← s0 /* s denotes the current solution */ 4: s b ← s /* s b denotes the best solution found so far in the current TS run */ 5: iter ← 0 /* iter denotes the current number of iterations */ 6: repeat 7:
Choose randomly a best eligible neighbor solution s ∈ N (s) /* Section 2.1.6 */ /* s is identified to be eligible if it is not forbidden by the tabu list or better than s b */ 8: s ← s 9:
Update tabu list T abuT enure[n] with s /* T abuT enure[n] is a n-dimensional vector, Section 2.1.8 */ The tabu search (TS) method is a popular metaheuristic for combinatorial optimization (Glover and Laguna, 1997) . Given a neighborhood structure (N ) (see Section 2.1.6) and the evaluation function f , our tabu search procedure performs a number of iterations to improve the current solution. At each iteration, the algorithm replaces the current solution s by a best eligible neighbor solution (s ∈ N (s)), and meanwhile records the underlying move (see Section 2.1.6) in the tabu list to prevent the reverse move from being performed for the next tt iterations, where tt is called the tabu tenure and is adjusted according to the tabu list management strategy described in Section 2.1.8. In our TS method, a neighbor solution is eligible if it is not forbidden by the tabu list or if it is better than the best solution (s b ) found so far in the current TS run. Finally, the tabu search method stops when a maximum number (Iter max ) of iterations is reached. The general template of the TS method is provided in Algorithm 4, and its components are explained in the next sections.
Neighborhood Structures
In this work, we investigate the following four neighborhood structures. 1) 1-flip neighborhood. With this basic 1-flip neighborhood (denoted by N 1 ), a neighbor solution can be obtained by changing the value of a single variable x i to its complementary value 1 − x i . Clearly, this neighborhood N 1 has a size of n, where n is the number of variables.
2) 2-flip neighborhood. The 2-flip neighborhood (denoted by N 2 ) simultaneously changes the values of two variables x i and x j to their complementary values to generate a neighbor solution. The neighborhood size of N 2 is thus equal to n(n − 1)/2.
3) Union neighborhood. The third neighborhood N 3 is a combined neighborhood that is the union of neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 , i.e., N 3 = N 1 ∪ N 2 . Thus, the size of N 3 is equal to n + n(n − 1)/2. 4) Reduced union neighborhood. The fourth neighborhood (denoted by N 4 ) is the union of the neighborhood N 1 and a high-quality subset N * 2 of N 2 , i.e., N 4 = N 1 ∪ N * 2 . Specifically, given a solution s, the neighborhood N * 2 (s) is defined by:
where ∆ max = max l≤n ∆ l , ∆ min = min l≤n ∆ l , ∆ l represents the move value (i.e., the change of the objective value) of flipping a single variable x l to its complementary value, and F lip < i, j > represents a 2-flip move that simultaneously changes the values of variables x i and x j to their complementary values. Clearly, a neighbor solution s ∈ N * 2 can be obtained by consecutively performing two high-quality 1-flip moves from s. As a result, the size of N 4 is given by n + |N * 2 | and varies dynamically during the search process. In the proposed PBEA algorithm, we select N 4 as the neighborhood structure of the tabu search procedure, since N 4 is able to reach a desirable tradeoff between computing efficiency and solution quality according to our computational experiments (see Section 4.2 for the details).
Fast Neighborhood Evaluation Method
To rapidly examine the neighborhood, we employ a fast incremental evaluation method that ensures a high computational efficiency of the tabu search procedure.
Following (Lai and Hao, 2016) , our neighborhood evaluation method maintains an n-dimensional vector P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) to rapidly calculate the move value of the possible moves applicable to the solution s by means of 1-flip or 2-flip operators, where the entry p i is defined as the sum of distances between the element i and the selected elements in the current solution, i.e., p i = j∈M ;j =i d ij , where M is the set of selected elements.
If a 1-flip move is performed, then the corresponding move value ∆ i can be easily calculated as follows:
where f (s) is the objective value of the solution s and SM is the sum of vertex weights of selected elements in s, i.e., SM = i∈M w i . Subsequently, the vector P can be updated as follows:
If a 2-flip move is performed by simultaneously flipping variables x i and x j , then the corresponding move value ∆ ij can be conveniently obtained by:
where f (s) is the objective value of the solution s, SM = i∈M w i , and d ij is the distance between elements i and j. Subsequently, the vector P is consecutively updated two times by formula (6-8), since one 2-flip move is composed of two consecutively performed 1-flip moves. As in (Lai and Hao, 2016) , the vector P can be initialized in O(n 2 ) time at the beginning of the tabu search procedure, and updated in O(n) time after each neighborhood transition.
Tabu List Management Strategy
The tabu list management strategy plays a key role in the performance of a tabu search algorithm. In our case, we adopt a popular strategy in the literature to periodically tune the tabu tenure tt.
In this strategy, the tabu tenure is given by a periodic step function defined on the number of iterations. We denote the current iteration by iter, and denote the tabu tenure of the current move by tt(iter). For each period, the tabu tenure function is defined by a sequence of values (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a q ) and a sequence of
where rand(C) denotes a random integer between 0 to C − 1, and C is a constant that is set to 3 in this work. The value of q is set to 15, and (a) i=1,··· ,15 = Tmax 8 × (1, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1, 8, 1, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1), where T max is a parameter that is used to control the maximum tabu tenure. The interval margins are then defined by b
For the 1-flip operator and the current number iter of iterations, if a variable x i is flipped by setting x i ← (1 − x i ), then the variable x i is forbidden to change in the following tt(iter) iterations. For a 2-flip move, if two variables x i and x j are simultaneously flipped to their complementary values 1 − x i and 1 − x j , then both of these variables are forbidden to change in the following tt(iter) iterations. On the other hand, a 2-flip move F lip < i, j > is considered to be forbidden if and only if at least one variable is forbidden among the variables x i and x j .
This tabu list management strategy is adapted from a method proposed in (Galinier et al., 2011) , whose effectiveness has been demonstrated for several hard optimization problems, such as the graph partitioning problem (Galinier et al., 2011) , the maximum diversity problem (Wu and Hao, 2013) , and the Max-Mean dispersion problem (Lai and Hao, 2016) . In principle, a small tabu tenure leads usually to a strong search intensification while a large tabu tenure favors search diversification. As such, the periodical change of the tabu tenure among several small and large values provides a strategy to reach a desirable balance between the intensification and diversification of the search.
Memetic Approach for the GMaxMeanDP
The memetic algorithm MAMMDP presented in (Lai and Hao, 2016 ) is a state-of-the-art algorithm for solving the MaxMeanDP, which is a special case of the GMaxMeanDP studied in this work. In order to verify the potential merit of the MAMMDP approach for the GMaxMeanDP, we adapt MAMMDP to the GMaxMeanDP by basically replacing its local search component with the tabu search method in Section 2.1.5 in which the fast neighborhood N 1 is adopted while keeping its other ingredients (e.g., crossover and pool updating) unchanged. We use MAMMDP * to denote this adapted algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP. Thus, the main difference between the MAMMDP * and MAM-MDP algorithms lies at their local search methods. In the local search method of MAMMDP * , in order to consider the weights of vertices, we employ an extended incremental neighborhood evaluation technique that uses Eqs. (4) and (5) to calculate quickly the move values of neighborhood moves.
MAMMDP * is composed of four components: a population initialization procedure, a tabu search based optimization procedure, a crossover operator, and a population updating rule. For the sake of completeness, the pseudo-code of the MAMMDP * algorithm, which closely follows the MAMMDP algorithm in (Lai Algorithm 5 Memetic Algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP (MAMMDP * ) 1: Input: The set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} of n elements and the associated distance matrix D = [dij]n×n, the set W = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} of vertex weights, the population size p, the timeout limit tmax. 2: Output: the best solution s * found 3: repeat 4:
if the repeat loop is not performing its first execution then 6:
. . , p} / * s * keeps the best solution found * / 10:
while P airSet = ∅ and time() < tmax do 12:
Randomly pick a solution pair (s i , s j ) ∈ P airSet 13: and Hao, 2016), is shown in Algorithm 5, where P OP = {s 1 , . . . , s p } denotes the current population, s o denotes the new solution generated by the crossover operator or by the tabu search procedure, s * and s w denote respectively the best solution found so far and the worst solution in P OP , and P airSet represents the set of solution pairs that have not been used by the crossover operator in P OP .
MAMMDP * starts with the initial population generated by the initialization procedure in Section 2.1.3 and then performs a number of generations until the timeout limit t max is reached, i.e., time() ≥ t max . At each generation, a solution pair (s i , s j ) is randomly chosen from P airSet (line 12), and then used to generate a new solution s o by the standard uniform crossover operator (Syswerda, 1989 ) (line 13). The quality of s o is improved by the tabu search procedure (line 14). Subsequently, s * , P OP and P airSet are accordingly updated (lines 15-24). Finally, to diversify the search, the population P OP and the associated P airSet are re-initialized each time P airSet becomes empty, while keeping s * in the new population (lines 4-10).
Computational Experiments
We perform computational experiments on six types of 160 benchmark instances to assess the proposed algorithms. The benchmark instances, the experimental protocol, and the computational results are presented in the following subsections.
Benchmark Instances
For the GMaxMeanDP, no vertex-weighted benchmark instance is available in the literature. To evaluate the performance of our algorithms, we generated four types of instances, each containing 20 vertex-weighted instances 1 . For each type, we generated 10 instances with n = 3000 and 10 instances with n = 5000, where the distances between elements and the vertex weights were randomly selected from a given set with the uniform probability distribution. Given that any MaxMeanDP instance can be viewed as a special GMaxMeanDP instance in which all vertex weights take the value of 1, we additionally used two types of 80 MaxMeanDP instances 2 , which were used in (Brimberg et al., 2017) or (Lai and Hao, 2016) to assess the MaxMeanDP algorithms. The characteristics of these 160 instances are as follows:
• Type I (20 instances): The distances d ij between elements were randomly generated in the interval [−10, 10], and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were randomly generated in the interval [1, 5] .
• Type II (20 instances): The distances d ij between elements were randomly taken in the interval [−10, −5] ∪ [5, 10], and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were randomly generated in the interval [1, 6] .
• Type III (20 instances): The distances d ij between elements were randomly selected from the set {−1, 0, 1}, and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were randomly generated in the interval [0.9, 1.1].
• Type IV (20 instances): The distances d ij between elements were randomly taken from the set {−10, 0, 10}, and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were uniformly set to 1.
• Type MDPI (40 instances): This set of MaxMeanDP instances includes 10 instances for each n ∈ {1500, 2000, 3000, 5000}. The distances between elements were uniformly randomly generated in the interval [−10, 10], and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were uniformly set to 1.
• Type MDPII (40 instances): This set of MaxMeanDP instances includes 10 instances for each n ∈ {1500, 2000, 3000, 5000}. The distances between elements were randomly generated in the interval [−10, −5] ∪ [5, 10], and the vertex weights w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) were uniformly set to 1. The PBEA algorithm adopts four parameters, including the population size p, the maximum number Iter max of iterations and the maximum tabu tenure T max for the tabu search procedure, and the coefficient η used to control the perturbation strength, whose values are empirically set as in Table 1 . The MAMMDP * algorithm has three parameters: the population size p which was set to 10 following the setting of original MAMMDP algorithm in (Lai and Hao, 2016) , Iter max and T max whose values were set as in Table 1 . In addition, both MAMMDP * and PBEA were implemented in C and compiled by the g++ compiler with the -O3 option, and the corresponding experiments were carried out on a computing platform with an Intel E5-2670 processor (2.5 GHz and 2G RAM), running the Linux operating system. The source codes of the proposed MAMMDP * and PBEA algorithms will be available at http://www.info.univ-angers.fr/pub/hao/gmaxmeandp.html.
Experimental Protocol
In addition, due to the stochastic feature of both algorithms, PBEA and MAMMDP * were independently run 20 times to solve each instance based on the same time limit t max for each run, where t max was set to 100, 500 and 1000 seconds for the instances with n ≤ 2000, n = 3000 and n = 5000, respectively. Finally, we employed a commercial software called LocalSolver (https://www.localsolver.com/) as our reference algorithm, since no direct reference algorithm is available in the literature for the GMaxMeanDP. In our experiment, we ran LocalSolver once for each instance with the same time limit t max as our proposed algorithms on a computer with a Intel i7-6700 processor (3.4 GHz CPU and 4G RAM), running Windows 10 operating system, since we only obtained an academic license of LocalSolver on this computer. The first experiment aims to assess and compare the proposed PBEA algorithm and the adapted MAMMDP * algorithm on the MaxMeanDP instances (i.e., the unweighted GMaxMeanDP instances), since the MaxMeanDP is a special case of the GMaxMeanDP in which all vertex weights take the value of 1 and any algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP problem can be directly applied to the MaxMeanDP problem as well. The experimental results on the 40 medium-sized instances with n = 1500, 2000 and the 40 large instances with n = 3000, 5000 Tables 2 and 3respectively . For this experiment, in addition to LocalSolver, we also adopted as another reference method the VNS algorithm, which is one of the state of the art MaxMe-anDP algorithms (Brimberg et al., 2017) . Please note that when it is applied to the MaxMeanDP, the MAMMDP * algorithm becomes MAMMDP presented in (Lai and Hao, 2016) .
Computational Results and Comparisons on the MaxMeanDP Instances
In Table 2 (for the 40 medium-sized instances with n = 1500 or 2000), the first column gives the names of instances, columns 2-3 report respectively the best results from the VNS algorithm and the results of LocalSolver. Columns 4-7 report the results of the MAMMDP * algorithm over 20 runs, including the best objective value (f best ), the average objective value (f avg ), the success rate (SR) to reach the associated f best value, and the average run time (t(s)) in seconds to obtain its final result. Columns 8-11 report the results of the PBEA algorithm with the same information as in the columns 4-7. The row Avg. shows the average result for each associated column. The row #Best shows the number of instances for which an algorithm finds the best results in terms of f best among the compared algorithms. Finally, to verify the statistical difference between the dedicated PBEA algorithm and other algorithms in terms of f best and f avg , the p-values from the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are given in the last row of the tables, where a p-value less than 0.05 means that there exists a significant difference between the compared results. Moreover, the results of LocalSolver are compared with the average results of PBEA algorithm, since LocalSolver was run once for each instance. Table 3 reports the results on the 40 large instances with n = 3000 and 5000 in the same way as in Table 2 , where 'NA' indicates that LocalSolver failed to provide a result due to the memory limitation of the computer used. We ignore the VNS algorithm in Table 3 since the results on these large instances are not reported in (Brimberg et al., 2017) for this method.
From Table 2 , we observe that both the proposed PBEA algorithm and the adapted MAMMDP * algorithm dominate the VNS algorithm and the generalpurpose LocalSolver software on the medium-sized MaxMeanDP instances. Compared with the dedicated VNS algorithm designed for MaxMeanDP in (Brimberg et al., 2017) , MAMMDP * and PBEA obtain better results in terms of f best for 38 out of 40 instances and the same results for the two remaining instances. It is worth noting that for these instances the results of VNS algorithms were obtained in (Brimberg et al., 2017) by using a time limit of t max = n that is much longer than the time used in this work (t max = 100). Compared with LocalSolver, the dominance of MAMMDP * and PBEA is even more evident for all tested instances. The small p-value confirms that there is a significant difference between the proposed PBEA algorithm and these two reference algorithms in terms of f best . On the other hand, MAMMDP * and PBEA perform similarly on these instances. First, both algorithms obtain the same f best values for all 40 instances. Second, both algorithms have a high success rate (SR = 100%) for most instances, while the computation time to obtain their final results is less than 1.0 minute for any instance. Moreover, the large p-values indicate that there does not exist a significant difference between the results of MAMMDP * and PBEA in terms of f best and f avg . These outcomes imply that MAMMDP * and PBEA are both highly efficient for solving the medium-sized MaxMeanDP instances, and the crossover operator of the MAMMDP * algorithm and the perturbation operator of the PBEA algorithm have a similar diversification ability. Table 3 shows that the PBEA algorithm and the adapted MAMMDP * algorithm significantly outperform the LocalSolver software on these large-scale instances with n = 3000, 5000. Between MAMMDP * and PBEA, one observes that they obtain the same result in f best for 35 out of the 40 instances. Even if PBEA performs marginally better in terms of f best with four better f best results for PBEA against one better f best result for MAMMDP * (p-value > 0.05), MAMMDP * is better in terms of f avg with 21 better f avg results against six better f avg results for PBEA with a p-value < 0.05. Finally, the success rates decrease significantly for both MAMMDP * and PBEA as the size of instance increases, indicating the high difficulty of these largest instances.
In summary, this experiment indicates that when they are applied to the MaxMeanDP which is a special case of GMaxMeanDP, both the PBEA algorithm and the adapted MAMMDP * algorithm perform very competitively compared to the general-purpose software LocalSolver and the dedicated VNS algorithm. In the next section, we assess the MAMMDP * and PBEA algorithm for solving the GMaxMeanDP for which they were designed.
Computational Results and Comparisons on the Weighted Instances
We now turn our attention to the assessment of MAMMDP * and PBEA on the set of 40 large GMaxMeanDP for which these algorithms are designed. We report in Tables 4 and 5 the computational results of MAMMDP * and PBEA on the instances with n = 3000, 5000 respectively. Table 4 also includes the results of LocalSolver while the instances with n = 5000 are too large for LocalSolver on our computer. In these tables, the same information as in the last section is reported.
We observe from Table 4 that both the MAMMDP * and PBEA algorithms largely dominate the general-purpose LocalSolver software in terms of solution quality. For each instance, MAMMDP * and PBEA obtain a much better solution than LocalSolver. On the other hand, the MAMMDP * and PBEA algorithms have a similar performance for these instances with n = 3000. First, the two algorithms obtain the same result in term of f best for 39 out of 40 instances (p-value> 0.05). In terms of f avg , PBEA has a slightly better result than MAMMDP * (121.959884 vs. 121.958056) (p-value > 0.05). Furthermore, both algorithms report the same f best value with a success rate of 100% for the 28 instances, indicating that they are highly robust for these instances. These outcomes indicate that the PBEA and MAMMDP * algorithms perform similarly on the GMaxMeanDP instances with n = 3000. Table 5 shows that the overall performances of both algorithms are globally quite similar: 157.856608 for MAMMDP * vs 157.853553 for PBEA in terms of the average of the f best values and 157.825271 for MAMMDP * vs 157.831891 for PBEA in terms of the average of the f avg values (p-values > 0.05). Meanwhile, we observe that the success rates of both algorithms are below 50% for more than 15 instances, which shows that these instances are much harder than the instances with n = 3000. Interestingly, we observe that MAMMDP * performs better than PBEA for the instances of Types I and II, while the reverse is true for the Type III and IV instances. This indicates that these two algorithms are complementary for solving these hard instances.
Analysis and Discussion
In this section, we perform additional experiments to analyze the influence of two key ingredients of the PBEA algorithm (i.e., the perturbation strength and the neighborhood structure of the tabu search procedure), while for MAMMDP * , an analysis of its underlying MAMMDP algorithm can be found in (Lai and Hao, 2016) . The perturbation operator is an essential ingredient of the PBEA algorithm. To understand the influence of its perturbation strength (i.e., η × n) on the performance of the algorithm, we carried out an experiment based on the 40 large GMaxMeanDP instances with n = 5000, where the algorithm was run 20 times with each value of η ∈ {0. 05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0 .5} on each instance. Recall that given a solution composed of n components the perturbation operator assigns randomly a value from {0, 1} to η × n variables, thus there are about 0.5 × η × n variables whose values are changed by the perturbation operator. The results are reported in Table 6 , where column 1 and row 2 give respectively the name of instances and the setting of parameter η, columns 2-11 report the average objective values (f avg ) over 20 runs for each η value, and the row 'Avg' indicates the average results for each column. Table 6 shows that the different settings of η yielded very similar results in terms of f avg for each instance tested, which means that the performance of PBEA algorithm is not sensitive to the setting of η due to the strong local search ability of its underlying tabu search procedure as well as the features of the GMaxMeanDP problem. Moreover, we observe that the settings η = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 lead to slightly better results in terms of Avg than other settings. Hence, the default value of η is set to 0.4 for the PBEA algorithm. As described in Algorithm 4, at each iteration of the tabu search algorithms, a best eligible neighbor solution is selected to replace the current solution by examining the whole neighborhood. As such, for each iteration, a larger neighborhood usually offers a greater chance to encounter a neighbor solution of high quality, but requires a larger computational effort. Hence, we face the challenge of identifying an appropriate neighborhood structure to enable the resulting algorithm to reach a good tradeoff between solution quality and computing speed.
Sensitivity Analysis of an Important Parameter of the PBEA algorithm

Influence of the Neighborhoods on the Performance of Tabu Search
To check the influence of the neighborhoods on the tabu search algorithm and select a proper neighborhood for our tabu search algorithm, we carried out an experiment based on the 40 instances with n = 3000. Using the neighborhoods N 1 , N 2 , N 3 (= N 1 ∪ N 2 ), N 4 (= N 1 ∪ N * 2 ) described in Section 2.1.6 as the neighborhood structure and setting the parameter T max to 100, we obtain four tabu search algorithms. Given the stochastic nature of these algorithms, we solved each instance 20 times by each of these algorithms, and recorded the average computing times and average objective values. The stopping condition was given by the maximum number Iter max of iterations, which was set to 5 × 10 4 in this experiment. The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 7 . The first column of the table gives the names of instances. Columns 2-5 report the average objective values over 20 runs for the four tabu search algorithms, and columns 6-9 report the average computing times consumed for each algorithm. The rows '#Better', '#Equal' and '#Worse' show the number of instances for which the associated neighborhood obtains a better, equal, or worse result compared to the neighborhood N 1 . Table 7 shows that the four tabu search algorithms obtained similar results in terms of the average objective value, implying that the four neighborhoods have a similar search ability when the same number of iterations is used. Nevertheless, compared to the neighborhood N 1 , the three other neighborhoods N 2 , N 3 and N 4 yielded a slightly better result for 28, 23, and 33 instances, respectively. In addition, the multi-neighborhood tabu search methods (with N 3 or N 4 ) yielded a better result than those using a single basic neighborhood (i.e., N 1 or N 2 ) in terms of #Better, and hence the combined use of multiple complementary neighborhoods enhanced the search ability of our methods in the case that the tabu search procedures employ the same Iter max as the stopping condition. On the other hand, Table 7 indicates a significant difference among the four neighborhoods in terms of the computing time. First, the times required to examine the neighborhoods N 1 and N 4 are much smaller than those required to examine other two neighborhoods, since N 1 and N 4 are much smaller than N 2 and N 3 and the move values (i.e., the change of objective value) of a flip or swap move can be calculated in O(1) (see Section 2.1.7). In addition, we observe that the examination of the neighborhoods N 2 and N 3 is very time-consuming due to their large sizes. Finally, the speed of examining the neighborhood N 4 is slightly slower to that of examining N 1 but is much faster than that of examining N 2 and N 3 .
To assess and compare the effectiveness of the above four neighborhoods based on the same time limit, we carried out another experiment on the 40 instances mentioned above, where each instance was solved 20 times by each tabu search algorithm, and the stopping criterion was a time limit t max = 2.5 seconds. The experimental results are reported in Table 8 , where the first two columns give the names of instances and the time limit used (t max ), columns 3-6 report the average objective value (f avg ) over 20 runs for the four algorithms, respectively, and the row '#Best' shows the number of instances for which the associated algorithm yields the best result in f avg . Table 8 shows that the algorithms with the neighborhood N 1 or N 4 performs much better than those with the neighborhood N 2 or N 3 . When comparing N 1 and N 4 , we observe that the two corresponding tabu search algorithms obtain similar results in '#Best', i.e., with the best results in f avg for 19 and 21 instances, respectively. This finding further shows the merit of small neighborhoods for the tabu search algorithms.
To further compare the effectiveness of the neighborhoods N 1 and N 4 within the proposed PBEA algorithm, we first created a variant of PBEA (called PBEA * ) by replacing the neighborhood N 4 with the neighborhood N 1 and keeping other ingredients unchanged. Then, we carried out an experiment with PBEA and PBEA * on the 40 GMaxMeanDP instances with n = 3000, where both algorithms were performed 20 times on each instance according to the experimental protocol in Section 3.2. The results are summarized in Table 9 , where the rows '#Better', '#Equal' and '#Worse' show the number of instances for which the associated algorithm obtains a better, equal, or worse result compared to the other algorithm. Table 9 shows that the PBEA and PBEA * algorithms have a similar performance both in f best and the success rate. Specifically, both algorithms reached the best known result for all instances tested. However, regarding the average objective value (f avg ) over 20 runs, PBEA slightly outperformed PBEA * . For 12 and 2 out of 40 instances, PBEA obtained a better and worse result in terms of f avg compared to PBEA * , respectively, while matching the results of PBEA * for the remaining instances. This outcome indicates that the neighborhood N 4 is superior to the neighborhood N 1 on the tested instances. On this basis we have selected the neighborhood N 4 as the neighborhood structure of the tabu search procedure for the proposed PBEA algorithm.
Conclusions
The generalized max-mean dispersion problem (GMaxMeanDP) is a generalization of the popular NP-hard max-mean dispersion problem (MaxMeanDP). Contrary to the MaxMeanDP which has been studied intensively in the past, the GMaxMeanDP has received little research effort until now and no practical solution method has been ever proposed for it. To fill the gap in the literature produced by the absence of a solution method for this important problem, we investigate for the first time two population-based heuristic algorithms for solving the GMaxMeanDP. The dedicated perturbation based evolutionary algorithm (PBEA) combines a tabu search procedure for solution improvement, a simple perturbation operator to diversify the search process and a population to record the elite solutions found during the search. The other algorithm (MAMMDP * ) is a simple adaptation of the state-of-the-art memetic algorithm called MAM-MDP for the MaxMeanDP, which uses a crossover operator to generate new starting solutions for its tabu search improvement procedure.
We performed extensive experiments of our two algorithms on six types of 160 instances with n ∈ {1500, 2000, 3000, 5000}, leading to the following observations. First, an effective algorithm such as MAMMDP for the MaxMeanDP can be easily converted to an effective algorithm for the GMaxMeanDP. Second, for the GMaxMeanDP, the simple perturbation operator used in PBEA plays a similar role with respect to the crossover operator used in MAMMDP * . Third, the two proposed algorithms are complementary since there are instances that are better solved either by MAMMDP * or by PBEA. Fourth, these algorithms designed for the GMaxMeanDP also perform very well on the special MaxMe-anDP. Fifth, for the tabu search method designed for the GMaxMeanDP, a small and cost-effective neighborhood proves to be highly efficient.
Since the GMaxMeanDP can formulate various real-world applications (e.g., web page ranking (Kerchove and Dooren, 2008) , community mining in a signed social network (Yang et al., 2007) and trust networks (Carrasco et al., 2015) ), the proposed algorithms can be used to handle such practical problems as well. The availability of the source codes of our algorithms will certainly facilitate such applications. More generally, the approach of using an effective tabu search procedure combined with the evolutionary computing framework can be applied to solve other dispersion problems such as the max-mean dispersion problem that has recently received widespread attention. Our design for PBEA and MAMMDP * can be adapted to other binary optimization problems like max-cut/max-bisection (Benlic and Hao, 2013; Ma et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2015) . Finally, combining the present algorithms with other approaches like path relinking (Glover, 1998) and learning strategies like opposition-based learning (Mahdavi et al., 2018) , and diversification-based learning provides other interesting possibilities for future research.
